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Ho.ecoming activities planned
by Karen Van Ep

"Camaraderie"
reigns as
theme of the Dordt College
i976 Homecoming festivities.
Many activities
have been
I scheduled
this week for the
student
body and returning
alumni. Responsible for planning and organizing
these
events
is the Homecoming
COmmittee, comprised of Mr.
Len Van Nourd, Mr. Verlin
De Wit, several students, and
the six members of the Alumni
Board.
The official activities begin
on Friday, which has been
dubbed "Clash Day." Students
are encouraged to wear the
most outlandish color combinations they can come up with.
At 8 :30 that evening the Dordt
COllege Opera Guild's "Barber of seville" will be given.
A special section is helng reserved for previous graduates.
According to Verlin De WIt,
about 50 alumni will he attending. Omtrary to what was
previously
reported,
there
wlll ~he alumni partlctpatillg"
in the performance.
However,
GaryWarmink, director of the
. opera, said that there would
he special recognition given to
ex-graduates in the audience.
Friday evening will end with
a Peanut Party for the students.
It will
s tart
at 10 pm in
the S. U. B. Students are reminded once again to wear
their clash -Iest clothing for the
Sioux Center's 1''Pring' thaw during the past week is reported to be temporary,
aDd likely phoney.
~ ."
..

Housing policy involves few changes
I
by Dorann Williams

With a few modifications,
"our houstng policy is the same
as last year," said Len Van .
Noord, assistant
to the dean
f students.
'Thehousing program for the
1976-77 school year will start
011March I, when "all available hausing wlll he posted. "
On March 5 all seniors who
wishto stay in the same housIngunit they have as juntor's,
willhave the opportunity to do
80. Starting March 8, regular.
eenior applications
will he
split into 3 groups:
Women applying for housing
lIIIere householders have indi<lilted they would prefer women, men applying for housing'
whel;'ehouseholdershave indiuied they would prefer men,
and men or women applying lor
lI8Iltral housing.
This change
In signing up is hoped to allemte the congestion,
says Van
Noord, "so we won' t have a
e of 50 students waiting to'
apply outside my door. "
1bereareseveral
conditions
Glatmusthe filled when applyIn for a specific unit:
.
1) Theremustbethecorrect
Ilwnber of students to fill a
bous.ing unit.
~2) Each applicant must sublDit$25 fee with their appllcationand signed contract.
The

$25 fee wl1l be applied to next
year's
housing and isnon-·
refundable.
The fee was increased by $5.00 and made
non-refundable,
"because students in the past would sign up
for housing, and then not show
up the next year, which depri ved other students,"
according to VaIl Noord.
3) Housing applications will
he made by open selection 0 n
a first-corne-first
served basis.
Cl:>nflicts wl1l' be resolved by simple drawings.
4) If a group composed of
mixed classmen
applies for
housing, they will he rated
according to the student who
has the highest class rating.
Thatis, if one senior and four
,junior s make an application for
a housing unit, they will be
rated as a senior group.
5) Groups with the highest
number of upperclassmen
in·
the group will take seniority.
For instance, two sophomores
and three juniors take precedence over three s,ophomores
and two juniors.
Specific requests
of !be
householder will also be considered.
If they want an applicant who is a relative, or
there is a specific work arrangement
hetween the students and the householder, this

wl1l he arrangeu.
"'Ibenewapartmentsoncampus are planned to he ready by
next year for occupants, It wtll
he an eight apartment unit. We
haven't decided yet who wlll get

occasion.
Len Van Noord rehall team gets some action in
portedthat 15-pounds of salted
a game against Peru State at
peanuts have 'been ordered.
3:30 p.rn, Half-time
enterEach dormitory wlll provide a tainment for the Homecoming
special number as entertain- ~ game will he provided by the
ment,
Unity Christian High School
On Saturday afternoon at 1:00,
drill team.
The highiight of the day will
the alumni basketball team will
he the alumni banquet held at
play the Dordt Junior Varsity.
Bernard De Wit expressed the, 5:30. After the meal, there
opinion that this would be a wl1l he a short faculty skit.
pretty exciting game. "Fairly
and a reading duet. The banrecent alumni usually show up quet speaker is Jerry Ebbers,
principal of Edmonton Christfor this game. . . guys like
Mark Syhesma,
DiD Netz,
Ian High.
Warren Vander Poi. •. For- .- And so ends Homecoming'76.
mer Dordt hor-ahots l" he added , Mr. Van Noord has a special
reminder
for all the women
withagrin. "It definitely won't
on campus.
"Twirp Week is
he a pushover. In fact, I think
also a part of Homecoming-'
the alumni have a pretty good
and February 14th is definitely
chancel"
a special 1\virp day. "
Then Dordt's Varsity basket-

Rooy to speak on Third World
Dr. Sidney Rooy, Christian
Reformed missionary to Bumos Aires, Argentina, plans to
be on Dordt's campus nextMmday and Tuesday, February 16
and 17.
At 2:00 p.m , Monday, Rooy
wlll speak in Q60 on the political, social, and economic reIattonship oithe first and third
worlds. John Hulst, Dean of'
Students, stated that Rooy wll
alert the audience to "the challenges that face
the Latin
American world today. "
.
Rooy also plans to speak in
Dordt's chapel service and in
la numher of classes on Tuesday. TOpics include: political
issues in Latin America, torelgn relations between the U. S..
and Latin America, and NeoMarxism in Latin America.
Roo y presently teaches at
the Evangelical Faculty of Theology in Buenos Aires, s p e -

cializing in the history of the
Latin American
Church. He
has served in churches atMldland Park, N. J., and Paramu"
N. J, In 1961 he studied at the
Freeunlversity
In Amsterdam
and has served I n Argentina
since 1965.
Rooy represented
Lati,n
America at the inter nation a I
O:mference of Reformed Scholarship in Potchefstroorn, SOuth
Africa.
He spoke
there on,
"The challenge to Reformed
'Higher Education in the Latin
Third World Cl:>untries. "
John Vander Stell, Dordt's
delegate at the conference,
commented concerning Rooy' s
address, "It was the general
consensus among the delegates
that his presentation was the
most grtpping," Vander Stelt's
meeting with Rooy at Potchefstroom brought 1Jpthe Idea of
Rooy coming to speak at Dordt

HOUSING continued on page 3.

Professional harpsichordist
to perform

L~n Van Noord

Dr. Naomi Rowley will present a harpsichord concert on
Friday, Feb. 20, at 3 pm and
8 pm in Dordt's band room.
Her husband, Gordon Rowley,
will accompany her on the orgao.
Dr. Rowieywill perform sev'
en French and English pieces
and Johann Kuhnau's "Biblical
SOnata No.4: The Mortally ill
and then Restored Hezekiah. "
Her husband wlll join her for
duets by Schroeder, Bach and
SOler.
The twn-manual
gperrhake
harpsichord which Rowley will
play helongs to Joan Ringerwole, assistant
professor
of
music. at Dordt. She noted
that, "Harpsichord
has been
getting popular In the past few
years.
Hopefully this will
create interest
in 'it here at
Dordt. "

Naomi earned the M.A. and
Doctor of Musical Arts degrees
from Stanford University. She
has taught at SOuth Dakota
State and at the University of
Victoria in British COlumbia.
She is currently
teaching at
Wilfrid Laurier University in
Waterloo, Ontario.
Gordon received the M. A.
degree in musIc from Stanford
University. He has held teaching positions at Simpson College, Grinnell, the University
of Victoria and the University
of Iowa. He is presently a
candidate
for the Ph. D. In
musicology and the M. A. degree in library science at the
University of Iowa.
Because of limited seating,
free! tickets can be obtained at
the college
switchboard
in
Do,rdt's Student Union Building.

The dating galRe: who caresl
A friend, "just a-passtn' through'.' had time enough to sit and chat the other
day. We were in the coffee shop which stimulated him to voice his observations about Dordt's social life.
"You know," he commented quite candidly, "1can tell that this campus Ins
something different ... it's not like the university I frequent. "
"What do you mean?" he was asked.
"Well. I get the feeling that people care for each other. Students here
laugh more ... they yell 'howdy' clear across campus ... seems like they just
talk more.
"But you know," he continued, "I sense that this closeness creates a problem. "
"Oh, how's that?" he was questioned.
"Take the dating game, for instance,"
he said, beginning his synopsis of
the Dordt scenario.
"Why is it that students here worry so m u c h about
finding a girl or boy friend? Why is there so much status involved in going
out with a good-looking chick? Why do. women turn their noses up iftlieir
prospective date doesn't resemble Robert Redford?
"You know." he started to get a little dogmatic.
"I really wooder if the
students here have a Christian life style when it comes to dating.
Why do
you play games with each other, using the rules that non-Chrtatians use?
"It's hard," he answered his own question, "to have' honest relationships
with members of opposite sex when we've been conditioned--excuse
the
psychological term-i-to play games.
Well, for instance, look at those ads,
listen to the songs, browse through any department store.
It's there,
pushing you to catch that man or woman. Why. look how many people eat
up the concepts of "Total Woman." So it's no wonder students come here
saturated with such garbage. "
..
"Yes, but what does that garbage have to do with our dating games?"
he
was interrupted.
"Well. my point is." (finally he'd reached it) "that you students seem
friendly and caring but actually are quite selfish and look out only for oneself. "
"Oh ?" he was asked.
"Yeah. in my short stay here. I've been in North Hall, and heard talk of
who's an easy catch. I've been in East Hall (during open house, of course)
and heard complaints from one who hadn't been asked out in three weeks.
The thing is, I don't think either student wanted a date to develop a loving
friendship--or
just to get to know another person ...
"
"BUt," he was rather rudely interrupted, . "that'e completely'unrealtsticl
Wbycan't we use dating to find a marriage partner? There's absolutely nothing wrong wtththe marriage institution. Why we learned that in Fam .•.. "
"Yes," he made tnetnterruptton-thts
time. "That's true. But when a date
becomes the opportunity for one to use another, increasing his social lUition, that's bad. And listen, it shouldn't be a test, either.
SOme could just
as well take along a check list to see if their date meets the requirements Dr
a marriage mate. By the way, you know what happens if the check list and
the date's qualities don't match? They stop seeing each other. even if they
were pretty good friends before they started 'going out. ""
"Well. I've got to go. " he said.
"Hey! wait a minute," he was stopped before stepping out of the snackbar,
"what's the solution?"
"Nothing new," he unexcitably answered. "You can't force people to be hnest with each other. You can't make them love each other as persons, not
objects ... you can't just say 'start looking out for others' welfare, not only
your own.' You can't say, 'don't worry about planning your life, it'll all te
taken care of' But you might read a good book like 'I Pledge you my Tr 0 th '
or 'All we're Meant to Be.' It's a good idea that Scanzoni's coming ... listen to her lecture and keep on talking about the whole problem. . . see you
later. "he yelled and walked away. hopefully continuing to spread his candid
remarks.
-c-the editors

Paper waste necessary?
To the editors:
I live with seven other girls all of whom are seniors.
What I would like
to call attention to and object to is the ridiculous use of mail by Dordt Cdlege.
Several times first semester
and now into the second semester we
have received mail such as announcements of campus events, placement notices, etc. which is great.
'The objection comes when this mail arrives not
just in triplicate or even quadruplicate but in "octplicate"! Is this necessary?
If the offices would send one notice to every off-campus house and one notice
to every room in the dorm, it would save much on paper for Dordt, trash
for our house and money for all of us.
Sue Starkenburg
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by Ruth H

Looking back on the January 19 political caucuses, one could disti
two pervactingattitudes.
The significance of these attitudes must be stres
for this reason: choosing the wrong attitude could obliterate the possl
of a distinctive Christian political movement.
The first attitude recognizes the task of the state to administer jus
among all the various individuals and groups in society as an impartial
eree. This view can be called pluralism - -recogruztng a plurality of
ligions and faith communities and allowing each one to develop fully wi
infringing upon others. At times the government referee may appear to
vour one group, but only to catch up on past violation of the rules.
The second attitude is based on a self-interest
concept of gover
Each segment in society clamors for the ear of government and begs
particular favors for its own group. The government swings from one
terest group to 'another, without clearly defined principles, articulated
or a deeper understanding of justice.
Rather than first seeking out what is good for the whole society, public
fi ctals-whofol.low the second view seek to discover what the various or
groups have to say, attempt to reconcile those views and hope that JUS.
will arise as a by-product.
Any group which remains unorganized, lac ,
lobby and refuses to gO' along with the pressure tactics, stays out in the c
This second attitude is not a pure abstraction.
It can be witnessed by
actions of labor untons , business corporations, medical associations,
servation groups, teacher groups, suppliers of defense contracts, cons
groups and farm organizations.
Each group in an election year can bar
with politicians for certain "political plums" inreturnfor
the campaign
port from their organization.
Just one example of this type of political bargai nirg-Is'the Iowa Poli
Action Conference for Education (IPACE). IPACE describes itself as
non-partisan organization which seeks to advance the interest of all
ors."
Educators are protected at the expense of the rights of students a
parents of school age children.
IPACE mentions nothing about calling
ernment to its proper task of service and administering justice in the
ucational field.
IPACE conducted interviews with seven consenting presidential candida
Of the seven, two answered favorably to their requests, including sup
for more retirement benefits for teachers, more federal funds for edu
and full .funds for collective bargaining.
They also asked the candidates
request a certain percentage of teacher delegates to the national con
ions from Iowa.
Now that Sen. Birch Bayh and Rep. Morris Udall accede to the wishes
lPACE. they have won teacher support in Iowa. But if either man is elec
his ability to lead and govern will be short-circuited
by his tendency
give in to interest groups.
Christians shouid take note and avoid the pitfalls of being "just ano
interest group."
The temptation is great, however, to limit ourselves
parochial concerns.
\Vorking for an equitable distribution of the tax dol
to all educational systems (regardless of their religion) can soon be wate
down to "seeking aid for our O1ristian Schools. "
This problem of parochUilism and interest group democracy should 31
Christians to understanding the true responsibilites
of the state. After
covering that, we should call our public officials to conform to their pr
task. And when we speak on issues, we must look beyond the narrow
tates of one interest group to the broader meaning of justice for all gr
in a pluralistic society.
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uild salutes alumni
ilh comedy opera

them, whether they will be be decided on by the Student accepted.
There will be a drawing for
classified as on-or off-campus Personnel ,COmmittee," said
sophomores should It be nechousing, or if there will be Van Noor d,
On March i2, junior housing essary to make housing adjustlight housekeeping. We don't
ments for the proper balan ce
know if they'll have to pay for applications will be accepted
light housekeeping or if it will if they want to claim the same of occupancy in housing.
Housing lists will be posted
be an elective.
That will be place they li ved in last year.
on
the Special Events Calendar
spelled
out
on
the
housing
liSTS."
and
if
it
hasn't
been
claimed
tween the principle actors and
ThehandsaneCountAlm~va
on the SUB lobby and, along
Each apartment will house by the seniors.
"They crittcized
(K e v in Schonewi ll ) woos the understudies.
On March 15, regular junior with housing application-conThere will be
a loving kind six students.
wealthy Rosina (Elaine Huis- each other--it's
housing
applications will be tracts. will be available at the
three
bedroom
s,
a
kitchenof
thing,"
he
said,
man) in "The Barber
ofSeswitchboard.
living-lounge
area,
and
some
accepted.
andon April 5 scphWarmink
said that many
ville" to be performed Feb.
om
0 reapplications
will
be
storage
area.
Regulations
will
principle
actors
have
had
pre12, 13, 14, 16 by the Opera
vious Opera Guild experience
Guildin the Te Paske Theatre.
and it shows.
Withthe asst stance of Figaro
The Sioux Center Community
(johnVan Gronlngen) the bara group of about
ber of Seville, Almaviva suc- Orchestra,
25 musicians from area high
ceeds in his schemes to outschools and Dordt, will accomwit Dr. Bartolo (Dan Jonker),
pany the singers .
the older guardian of Rosina.
Dan Van Heyst and Jeff Ten
"The Barber" written
in
Brink were in charge of buildStudent Forum
discussed
Italian by Gioacchino Rossini
butperformed in English, was ing the portable sets - -which matters corning out of the stuFeb.
can be easily transported when dent life committees
at its
selected as a, salute to the a12
-"Barber of Seville," by Dordt's opera guild, 8 pm, T'ePaske Theatre.
the opera cast travels to Pena f meeting on Feb. 4.
Iumnt on campus. There will te
13
-u garber of Seville,"
8 pm, TePaske Theatre.
and Prinsburg', February
20
A report from the Special Especial: seats for the 'alumni',
andAprtl2.
Theywillperform
vents COmmittee by Janet DaThemusical comedy was pre14
-v Barber of Seville," 8:30 pm, TePaske Theatre.
viously performed at Dordt in an abbreviated version for the man led Porum members to
high schools in the afternoon
suggest that the SEC should
1966.
.
-Hcmeccmfng;
Ba$ketball vs, Peru State, 3 pm.
"This is the best cast, fun- anda full performance for the broaden its base of activities
public in the evening. Warmink for greater
student appeal.
-last day to sign up for the Outing Club.
niest opera and best conditions
we've ever had," said Gary feels this gives people an e d- Alternative events should be
15
-Church (twice).
scheduled, commenteda ForWarmink, director.
"All we ucational exposure to opera,
"Dordt has an excellent per- urn member,
need now is people
who are
_ ASAPH-SUB, 9pm.
forming arts program-s-It has
Since the SEC is starting to
eager for two hours of hilarity
been
represented
very
well,"
formulate
next
year'
s
schedrle,
and delightful music. "
16
-Dr , Sic:hley'Rooy speaking on the political, social, and economic
Kevin Kelley, student
di- Warmink said, "but there is a Forum members were encourrelationship of the first and third world nanoas, C160, 2 pm ,
dernandfora different
type agedto supply input in the arrector for "The Barber," com(small
size)
of
representation."
ea of special events.
-"Barber of Seville," 8 pm, TePaske.
mented on the use of underBesides being an educational
In Wayne Brouwer's report
studies in production. "This
17
-Supper for students interested in Refonned Theological Seminary,
experience for the performers
from, the Spiritual Activities
system is working out well.
NW commcns, 5:30.
We have always been able to the opera helps serve the con- COmmittee, mention was mare
of Sydney
Rooy corning to
have somebody there, even if stituency.
-gasketbafl vs, Briar diff, here, 7:30 pm.
"We perform no matter what speak in chapel February 17.
the principle couldn't make it.
input was given
18
-Bergman film, 11 Through a Glass Darkly," (Film Club), C160, 7:30 pm.
Itis also good because" it shows we do " Warmink summed it Furthennore,
(See page 8)
kids have a regarding next year's Retreat
the actors how things work in up, "but these
19
-Meeting of Future Business Executives Club at wlnchIccal businessmen
professional opera." The un- chance to live in a different The basic question raisedwas
will speak, C160, 7:30 pm.
That's what whethe,r the Re.tr,ea,tshould be
derstudies will per for m on time period."
makes
this
opera--a
slice
of
less
acaderntc
\
lec~es,
Mondayevening. Warmink
-Sportsman Club shooting practice in Sheldon. leave from SUB at 6:30 pm.
etc.) and more recreational ,
commented that there's been a life--worthwhile.
Finally, Brouwer announced
-Political Science Club meeting, discussion of book" Worship and Politics"
good'forking relationship bethat Letha Scanzoni and Peter
by Gredaitus, SUBlounge, 9:30 pm.
De Jong will be on campus to
-Basketball vs, Mt; Marty, (away).
speak on the role of the single
person.
20
-"lamb" concert at Northwestern auditorium. Tickets are $2 for this 8 pm
The Student Personnel Comperformance.
mittee report, given by Jerry
DeGroot. included the up-dat-Dr. Naomi Rowley, guest harpsicordist, (get free tickets in SUB), Band
ed off-campus housing requireroom, 3prn and 8 pm.
ments and their enforcement.
-Tuition payment due.
The new requirements
are
more specific and easier to
21
-"Bridge discussion with talk by Rev. Paan, "What is a Christian
determine.
The SPC also pasCollege?" and response from student's viewpoint by Fred Koning. SUB
sed a motion that a $25 nonlounge, 2 pm.
refundable fee will be reqUired
when students sign up for hous-Film, "Brother Sun, Sister Moon," ClbO, 6:::'0 and 9 pm.
ing.
22
-Church (twice).
Before the meeting was adjourned,there was some dis24
-Faculty recital - Genit Allman, TePaske Theatre, 8 pm.
cussion concerning the proposed chapel-music building.
25
-Fum, "Man-Made Man," (Biology Club), S10f, 4 pm.
COntinued discussion is on the
agenda for the next Forum
-Mrs. Jean Ruiseh spealdng for the Pro-life Committee concerning the
Supreme Court's dealing with the Conscience Clause, and concerning
meeting scheduled for Februexperimentation witll fetuses. Cil 0, 7 pm.
ary 18.
Opera Guild ready for 11 Barber of Seville" performance to be given

Forum news

Calendar

ll

FeLmary12, 13, 14, and 16 in TePaske Theatre.

Music-chapel center not justifiable ...
To the editors:
I am writing this letter to the "Diamond" in response to the proposal to
build a music-chapel center. I do not believe enough need has been shown
to justify this huge expenditure.· The reasons given in the ''Diamond'' are
not that convincing. We do..not need 1,500 seats for chapel exercises, and
graduation does not occur frequently enough to justify such a proposal.
I
believe that the alternate proposal to payoff the government loan on the gym
is much more practically and economically feasible.
It seems to me that the music department is already receiving special
consideration here at Dordt ... the music department is the only department
here on campus that is allowed to give scholarships to its students.
Since
this is not the Dordt College of Music, I fail to see equality here in this
practice.
Certainly then, those who participate in athletics, for example,
are deserving of a scholarship for their hours devoted each semester if
those who participate in music are deserving.
Since the board of trustees obviously feels that there is money that must
be spent, I have several
proposals that are more economical and will benefit a larger portion of the student body. Several departrI\ents such as Business and Sociology could use additional faculty. The library can use additional books, and the Commons Kitchen can use additional equipment. Before large expenditures are appropriated, the board should consider the nationwidL~ trends
that in the future will enlarge some departments anti deplete
Ithers. To me, a proposal such as this constitutes a serious breach of our
o...;tcwardship obligatiqns.
Gerald Vande Burgt
REPLY~ The proposed music-chapel center is not based solely on the needs of the music departlnent. Tilt.; building is planned to be versatile and multipurpose.
Funds raised in the three-year
drive will he uscd for the development of several departments and the lihrary, as well as the music-cli:lfxd CL·ntCI'.

Tuilion raise approved
/'

The Board of Trustees has approved a tuition raise for next
school year of $160 according to Bernard De Wit. business
manager.
The increase will bring the present tuition cost of
$1840 to $2000.
Also. an additional $10 will be charged for room and a $20
charge will be added to the cost of meals.
AccordingtoDeWit, however, the increases will be partially
offset by increases in the grants-in-aid
awarded, the,amounts
of increase not presently being released.
De Wit also stated
that even with the increase, Dordt retains its status as charging the lowest tuition cost of any private college in Iowa.
.EXPENSE DISTRIBUTION OF MONEYS RECEIVED BY OORDT

(1975 -1976)*
InsLrllctional Salaries
Student Financial Assistance (including Granr-in-aid)
Staff Benefits
Student Services
Departmental SUpplies and Equipment
General Administration
Physical Plant
General Institution
Library
Public Relations
Auxiliary Expense (as College Owned Housing)
Transfer Expense for sun amortization
Total
*Of all money received, tuition accollnts ror 79. :3~,.

30.8%
16.1%
9.7%
7.8%
6.9%
6.8%
6.8%
5.2%
4.6%
3.5%
.9%

.9%

~,
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Skillen comments on foreign policy
DIAMOND: What is the direction of American foreign policy
today?
SKILLEN: All the modern nations ate caught up in the basic
idea that the national state within which the government rules
is self-initiating in its policies and plans. This idea of national interest becomes a self interest. . . what we gain is what
youlose ... or at best, working towards some kind of nation al stability.
That principle frequently operates in terms of
maintaining the status quo, that is, keeping the rich nations
rich and the poor, poor. We don't want to make any radical
shifts because that obviously wouldn't be in our interest.
And
the Third World should be taught to see that it is not in their
interest either ... because they should think of how bad off they
would be not only if they were poor, but if the world was at
wan What's happening in international relations today is a
repeat of Hobbes' notion of the state, that is, we really don't
have the ability to come up with a conception of common interest. We must simplyrealize
that we all want to avoid a common disaster, which is death ... or cutting each other's throats
. . . we can all agree on that. The Greek idea was to seek the
ultimate good. We can now agree that we don 't know what that
is and' the least we can do is to avoid the ultimate evil. We
have only two choices. One would be this tremendous continued
instability among nations with all kinds of power struggles.
Nations like the U. S. are saying, "You get your way when you
have enough power." And that means that when the Thi rd World
realizes that like the OPEC (Organization of Pet roleum Expot-ting Countries) nations have, they say "OK, we have power,

,

seeking common interest, because the only
common interest we can see is ours

DIAMOND:How doe's detente fit Into the picture?
SKILLEN: The fundamental attitude of the pragmatic, rlational
interest approach, which we have, is that you 've got to deal
with all these power plays which are happerung everywhere.
Detente rsn't something that was developed out of some philosophical consideration of mustering more world justice or peace.
It was the kind of conclusion or deci s ion of trying to phrase
what is the actual play "If );lwer. The play ofpower Dowis seeing that the best way to avoid the ultimate evil of nuclear-war
is to try to get as many different interrelatbns with the enemy
countries so that they will see it as less 1:"their interest to get
ri.-I.:,( us because they need our wheat or our technology. So,
Kfssinge r and others are trying to say, '''We want to continue
to recognize the opposi lion of our ideologies, but at the same

DIAMOND: Will the latest events in Angola force a change in
American foreign policy?
SKILLEN: If you ask, "What is the United State's toretgn pficy?
it's not that it has some normative framework for real international justice which needs to occur and then allows that justice
to direct over-all policy. Its policy is essentially that we ought
to try to k e ep things stable. . . keep the ship from roc king.
What happens is determined by the immediate pragmatic cirarnstances. In Angola's case, you have this immensely complex
domestic policy structure.
Domestically, the President is sup- ,
posed to direct foreign policy, but ever since Viet Narn, there's
been a growing strength of COngress to say, "We want to have
a little more say." But, right now, instead of the Prestdent,
Cbngn;ss and the public debating what is justice and injustice
in Angola, the debate goes on as to "who should have more power in making decistons, you or us?" That whole balance ot
power idea within the natiorris the only kind of normative framework we can work with. If they can come to agree on that, their
very agreement would take care of the power struggle.
Some
analysts are saying that while Russia is increasing its military
strength and gaining more sea lanes, they are having more and
more trouble at home with having enough to eat and brtngtrg'
about their industrial development. Essentially it' 8 bluff- -don't
worry about it. They don'r want to blow up anbody in any way.
The mood at home is "Hey look, we can't afford to get involved
in all these little countries," although you know that we would
send a who 1e arsenal over to defend Israel.
There is a real
ambiguity which our principle-less policy won't let us handle,
so that means that we'll just sort of muddle around in a pragmatic way, and the COngress evidently is going to say "Norrm:ey." No one knows, at thts.point, what.congress might do-with
the money.

James W. Skillen, pro
Gordon College, Mas

DIAMOND: 18 the mass media helping the situation at all?
SKILLEN: I sense that, by and large, there isn't nearly enough
journalism and television work which helps one to see the
meaning of something.
Our positivistic' attitude towards the
world and events has become so poverty-stricken that events,
in their most blatant, sensual, and visual sense are looked and
talked about without any ability to get at meaning. So if we
follow the news, we find out how many are killed in Lebanon
and which floor of Holiday Inn they are now fighting and what
town the Arabs are movi ng toward. And the O1ristians seem

....we can't expect the Thire Third World to initiate

we'dbetter start having our way." We in the U. S. squawk and
say, "Hey, you can't do that because you're threatening the
stability of the world" ...
meaning that as much as is POSSible,
we want to hold on to the status quo which is in our interest,
not their's.
One can't seek his own interest and find peace or
justice.
There has to become a true international effort to
have justice done. That requires some normative conception
of development of historical unfolding which will allow for jusice to be done in a very material sense ... and it also means
recognizing that a world state isn't an automatic solution. A
world state can as easily perpetuate evil as justice. So the
questionis how can weinterrelate in a way which could concei v~t:)Jj 'ead to a United States of Europe, for example.
A world
stale, in principle, is forever off limits, but it all has to be
qualified by what justice is. If we don't now start dernonstrating that we can work together with rich and poor countries
or for other rich nations is to say, "If the power game is all we
can play, then the power game is all we can play." And we
can'texpecttheThird
Worldto initiate seeking a common interest because the only common interest we can see is ours.
DIAMOND: What is being accomplished by the U. N:?
SKILLEN: Only a few kinds of disputes and national problems
are dealt with , because they are already prescribed by the limits of the status quo of the rich nations. But i ti.s not totally
useless. There is a certain kind of forum, a certain 'kind cf
political power ...
which is mustered. But we see th€1UN as
for our use and others see it for their use. It does help bring
into forum the discussion of the real nature of things ... the
power plays and the quests for power, the joining together d
Some of those poorer nations to jump on some of the bigger,
richer nations. What are they doing there in words is what
they would like to do if they had the powor to do it.

by Vern Van Hofwegen

power and all these other things get caught up in ideological
emotionalism, that is going to hurt. Let's find ways in which
we can cooperate. You define what your self-interest is and
w'~·u.describe what our self interest is, and wherever we can
see those jive, we'll work at that, okay? That means you don't
have to change. .. that means we don't have to ch~nge." AmI
detente i8 ;,! word try,hJ to describe a little of that , It isn't
something which reflects. a treaty structure or a new world or-der, because the thing coul.I blow up a:'j minute, 'You sense
that the Ang-ila thing could immediately throw the whole thing
into question.
DIAMOND: How is the whole concept of power related to poli C
tics?
SKILLEN: Power ,;., what is related to the acrna': control of
force, and it's diJ ttl the ability to use economic potential fo r
power plays.
Can it be used normatively for justice or is it
used in some kind of anti -norrnative gaining more power for
power's sake or "might makes right". If you have justice, you
will not have any less power, but you will see justice being err-:
forced instead of disaster happening to all kinds of people.

What happens is
determined by the

>

immediate pragmatic
circumstances

to be on the run ...
so what? So twelve die today instead of
thirteen yesterday.
There's nomeaning to that. The meaning
which ynderlies
that immediate situation is the struggle between the very meaning of justice for this divided country, religiously rooted, when it had established a certain kind coalition or proportional attitude 20 to 30 years ago. when the
Christians were in the majority. And nowthe Arabs have gained
a greater population, and they want that proportion to becomemore visible in the structure of their parliament and so on.
And, of course, the Christians are resisting because they are
going to see that certain of their interests will no longer be
looked after. One could get at the econornic relations between
these people, whether they have a community yet, whether the
coalition is really a coalitihn of the public community which is
trying to do justice to one another, or whether they've just
bought time as they've walked side by side. All kinds of questions about the meaning of the events aren't conveyed because
the news media people aren't taught how to get ahold of that.
The media is never "insightful" to the point where you can say,
"Ah, there's what's wrong and here's the direction we need to
change," because they've accepted the very assumpttons that
the politicians have assumed in order to be able to understand
what the politicians are assum ing. . . They can only say, "These
are the events, and here is howwe are responding to the events:'

Rex Downie, attorney

~
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DIAMOND: You have stated that one of the best things the Su- , with. Unless that change is made in the penal system then it's
all futility.
preme Court has done lately was to ban the Bible from the
DIAMOND:As a practising attorney, how do you deal with a
state ("public") schools. Why do you feel this way?
client who actually broke the law? Do you accept such a case,
DOWNIE: Because I think it makes O1ristians realize that the
can you really defend such a person?
'
public s-chools are not now, nor ever have been, O1ristian. I
poWNIE: Well, my answer to both questions is yes. Haperson
think the function of Bible reading was essentially a satanic
actually broke the law I normally advise him to plead gull ty
scheme to baptize a very secular kind of education.
and I take very few cases to trial. On a national average I think
DIAMOND:You are presently working on a court case to prosomething better than 95% of all indictments are dealt with .by
mote justice in education. When this matter is decided, one
guilty pleas of one kind or another, or dismissals of the action.
way or the other, will you engage in similar court battles reA very small percentage actually goes to trial.
Now, when you
garding different issues?
say, "Is he entitled to a defense?" the actual situation is much
DOWNIE: I would hope to. It will depend on whether OIristians themselves are ready as a body, or a significant number more complex than that. Because the question is, "what is he
of them at least, to get involved in those kind of issues. I think guilty of?" And the criminal law is sort of like the teeth on a
the same issues exist in the area whether Christians who want harrow--you run up against one tooth and you are bound to get
hit by three or four more. And so, when the police have a guy
to render Ouistian psychological services are entitled to state
nailed with five harrow points, you might be inclined to say,
funds to operate Christian mental health centers.
I think the
"Well, yes, he is guilty of point one, and he is guilty of point
issue exists in the media - -whether Christians who present
two, but he is certail\'Y not guilty of three, four and five." And
material over the media are entitled to the same treatment as,
then you begin to negotiate with the police officers and the district
say, these other educational television programs. Christians
could have a (juistian Sesame Street, entitled to federal funding as anybody else if once you see that religion extends into
all areas of culture, then the legal issue follows.
DIAMOND:In your legal court case involving education, what
method do you use? Is your' approach influenced or shaped by
your fundamental intent which grows out of the way you view
reality?

...once you see that religion extends
into all areas of culture, then the
legal issues will follow

litical science,

DOWNIE: I certainly hope it is influenced by it. I would have
to say that I am using the available court system and the prevailing methods of arguing, of presenting evidence that have
been developed over the thousand year history of the common
law system. So I couldn't really say that I'm taking some radical new tact as a lawyer, because I'm not sure what that would
be, what that would amount to. Now, I view reality as God's
creation and I am representing people who do that as well, so
we can go into court and say: "We view reality as God's creation and this has consequences for education." So in that
sense of the word we certainly are affected by the way we view
reality.
But-as fur as the way I dress when I go in the court
room, the way I present myself-to the judges, the kind of law
I refer to in arguing the case, the methods of presenting wit- ,
nesses in the court room, presenting exhibits, the way the
court room is set up, those are based on a rationalistic legal
system.
DIAMOND:Wonld it make any difference, then, if a positivist
were arguing a case? Does he present
different kind of a
brief perhaps?
DOWNIE: Well, most lawyers in a sense are legal positivists.
But at the same tinne the professional ethic is that you disassociate your own personal convictions from those of your clients.
So that if you found a lawyer who had a gut-conviction that religious freedom amounted to what we say it does in this case,
then he would probably be able to do a pretty fair job of arguing
the case. The area where I would have the most question is.
the positive side of showing in court that Christian education
is radically distinct from public education. Now there a positivist might have trouble because he might be blinded to some
of the distinctions that we would want to draw. They can't see
the religious dimension to a statement, "I believe in profit. "
So they would be unable to present that in court as a religious
utterance.

a

attorney's office and say, "Well, nowlook, my client will be
glad to plead guilty to these things that! am satisfied he is clearly
guilty. of, but not to these other items which are really exaggerations." '!bat's where a great deal of criminal defense representation comes in.
DIAMOND: What is your opinion of pleif15argammg'T
DOWNIE: I think itis a legitimate practice. There are' ..,whole
host of issues that surround it.' The biggest thing is whether
the court can involve itself in negotiation, or in a deal. • So the
theory is that the court is not bound by the worked-out plea
bargain. But in actual practice the judges very, very seldom
see fit to reject what a district attorney has worked out. Given
the penal system we have, which is a broken mess and is not
doing the job, most judges recognize they're better off to turn
a man loose on the street on a probationary status, and hope
he's gotten enough of a scare through the judicial process that
he'll not Willfully commit crime again, rather than put him in
a penal institution where he'll almost certainly be taught or be

I think plea bargaining
is a compromise
DIAMOND: Do you think that the American legal system promotes justice and fairness for all?
DOWNIE: Well, we're in a mixed system. No systemwtll provide perfect justice, short' of the Lord's coming. But on the
other hand, it is notas bad as it could be. So I can't very well
answdr "yes" or "no" to your question. certainly people that
are involved in criminal activity are given every possible break
that they could have as far as the court system is concerned. J
am talking about the court system and the one I am familiar
with in western Pennsylvania. There are some very fundamental inequities in the notions of justice that have developed. One
of the biggest ones, I think is what's called the contingent fee
s y s t e m and the notion that a man has to pay his own attorney
to represent him in court, because that's a burden that a lot of
people can' \ carry.
DIAMOND: COuld you suggest some changes in the penal systern?
'DOWNIE: The traditional view is, you lock them up for a while
and hope they repent. I think we need Christian prisons. Iwould
like to see Christians who had en 0 ugh consciousness of their
task to construct a secure prison and got 0 the 'State and say:
"Look, we will hold 100 men in incarceration for you. You
pay us so much for our services and in the mean time we will
do our best to try to help these men regain some kind of wholeness and integrity to their lives. I think
the Holy Spirit,of
course, is the only Means, the only One who can really change
a man's
direction in life, so that's the One we have to work
r

convinced that he is an outcast of society and that he, when he
gets out wtll rip off as much as he can before he is caught again.
That'S'the way the penal systems operate.
So, I think plea
bargaining is a compromise; it's not the best thing you could'
do, but it's not the worst.
I don't have any strong objections
to it.
DIAMOND: How can we become more involved with these
problems?
DOWNIE: Well, I guess the main thing that I see is that it would
be very nice if people in this area of Iowa would become aware
of the fact that the battle that's going on between Christ and the
Anti-christ, involves them as .directly as it involves the people
in Nt?wYork or in San Francisco.
The process of cultural degeneration is going more rapidly in the major metropolitan areas
because there are more people there. ' But the consequences of
it are felt just as surely in north-western Iowa as they are in
the Bronx. And the responsibility of Christians here to be involved politically and culturally, is noless than that of the Christians who work In Harlem. SO, I would like to encourage Christians in this area to engage in a very socially-dynamic way in
trying to understand the roots of our culture, and where we've
come from in a biblical perspective, and do something about it.
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Only visiting this campus
A few weeks ago, a group of students from Sioux
Falls College dropped in for part of a day. They
walked around, looked
the bricks, heard the voices
of various professors,
and watched the unexcited
humantrains move in and out of the classroom building between "sessions. "

at

They seemed terribly bored. They carne to Dordt
as a "religion and philosophy" class, whose 50- someyear-old professor thought it would be interesting to
study "Orristianity on campus." No one seemed
terribly interested.
They enjoyed the singing in
chapel, and Jeff Santema's speech about the Bicentennial sparked some interest, but other than that
it was the same old story.
I watched them mob around four shoved-together
tables in the SUBlounge and noticed their blank faces
during an oral tour of the - college (including most
details given to high school seniors) by two "officials" of the college.
One of the students came close enough to look human, and we started talking. He said he was surprtsed that Dordt was bigger than just one building.
And he was impressed by the friendliness.
Nobody
had really talked to them, but a few (out of the many
they had met) had stopped to say "hi. "

doesn't happen at our college. "
SIddenly, I felt a bit guIlty. What waslsaying?
Were they just words? Do we realize, I wondered,
how much stuff we can really pick up here? Why is
that train moving in and out of the classroom building so silent, so cold?
'Whyis it so easy, I asked myself, for me to sit
here saying things like "Christian perspective" when
the whole world is being sucked up by big business
mass media and I don't even get overly exetted about
any possible new approach to the media?
How, I wondered,

can we always mention (as I had

ju st done while eating my ice cream) that a lot of the

education and growing at Dordt takes place outside
of the classroom when many of the conversations
and activities outside of class never go beyond the
level of high schooldsh zossip and study halls?
And are we really struggling together, like I had
said, to study in a responsible way? Or are we still
a big bunch ofindividuals doing "our own thing" even
though it's usually much more difficult that way?
Are we really remember~ng

stewardship? •

As we left the commons, Iwondered, are we making
He asked how I iiked Dordt. "It's pretty good, " I that high G. P. A. our goal or are we really "seeking
said. -He went on to complain about his b 0 ring
first" that kingdom we hear so much about?
classes and his feeling of isolation from his campus,
,
as well as the coldness and unconcern and machineHad we done such a good job of splitting our exislike quality of the students he knew. Like the rest,
tence into what we called studying and what we called
he seemed pretty unexcited about anything except "really living" until we now forget that education is
for an occassional "Whatever the Lord wills" and really about life. And do we forget that life will al"Praise the Lord!"
ways be educational?
After a while, he said he noticed a little different
attitude. He asked about academics at Dordt College.
As a couple of my friends came to the table, I quickly
explained the whole idea of "studying everything in
the light of God's Word. "
He apparently had heard that line before too. He
asked where he couId eat, and I joined him for a
"quick-a-minute"
meal , He hoped to leave at about
II :30. One of his friends jotnedus,
SOon, they were
both asking about the classes.
As I tried to explain
how we approached our studies, they became more
oiWdmoreinterestedandkept
asking for more inforffiation, stating occasionally
that "this certainly

•
•

Everybody here can talk about doing things in it
Orristian way, but have we ever sat down together
to discuss the reason for being here as students?
Dowe understand, lwonderedas we headed towards
my room, the important role we could play in the
community. . . that of sitting back and looking ana1ytically (and theorizing)at life, God's creation, and
the Christian community? And do we realize how
that theorizing is supposed to be lovingly used right
now in the Christian community, or do we spend more
time complaining about the shallow preacher and the
poor high school education we had to suffer through?
Do we ever get excited about this complex life as
we learn more about it, or have the fact-pumping,
robot-producing universities given us a status quo
which we can't seem to break?

III

III

•

Has Dordt become a machine, I wondered, wh
fresh products are pumped out to be sold at the 10
N. U. C. S. auction? Or, perhaps, has Rev. B.J.
a fact-filling station so that we can regurgitate 0
ideas later on? Is Dordt a Young People's hom
where everything is set before us on a silver pla
Or, perhaps, is this a circus or a fairy tale whe
all of life is one big jargon-filled mezrv-go-ro
which stops every year to dump out the fourolds?
Mymindwasspinningas
I realized what I had
telling those two guys while we walked from the c
mons to the dorm to the radio station to the
They kept asking and I kept informing them on top!
like art, communications, drama, philosophy,
tory, theology, biology, music. and several others.
I had showed them some books written by Chris
which actually went deep, for once, into some mea
educational (real-to-life) issues.
I had heard all the ideas before. but the more
talked, the more excited they became.
"I've ne
heard of the possibility of studying like this." 0
stated, "I never realized Christians were ac
doing this kind of stuff.
•and here I've been
Christian for years. "
They called our discussion a "very freeing e
ience" and theywanted to know more. But thecl
said 3:30 and one of them was already late for wax
They said they were seriously considering com
to Dordtnext semester.
I felt guilty again. "Lis
you guys," 1 apologized, "I didn't mean to give
a lecture or a PR speech. . . I really am sorry
you're gonna' be late. "
"Hey," they said, "you weren't feeding us an
thing. You were just a fellow Christian sharing
growth in his life. We really envy the way ypu
live and grow here. Youhave a fantastic beginniog
We shook hands for the third time.

noticed.more than we have.
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n Dyk lays groundwork for USD series
Dordt professors are
Van Dyk said that these .lisvedin the lecture series,
.cussions could be h~elpful for
stian Perspectives
on both Christians
and noning" at the Universtiy of Christians alike because they
Dakota at Vermillion).
both have the same notions on
Van Dyk, philosophy dualism.
ssor, in the first lecture,
This type of evangelism is
21, ~aid the foun"!"tio'.'s, new at Dordt. In other years
ChrlstIan per'specnve In the Mission Club (p res e n tl y
mg--a baSIS for t~e ~- non-existent)was more conlec~res--how
(lIrlStlan cernedwith evangelical evan. cnve con:es to expresgelism and academic evange10 other fiel.ds, "~\l:h as _ lism in the formal sense was
ce, literature and politi - unheard of. During the past
science that will later be several years, several prossed.
He talked about f e s s 0 r s - - John Vander stelr,
community idea--how we Hugh Cook and John Van Dyk
til the Christian and non- have been involved in the same
tian colleges "are in this sort of acedemic evangelism
mic world together." Van at the University of Minnesota,
explained,
at Minneapol ia. BJttheirwork
1 didn't ask,
'are you was largely 'bntheirown" and
1'...
Evangelism to me not officiaIly sanctioned by the
to bring the Good News-CoIlegeastheVermillionwork
Christ has redeemed not
our souls but also our
t patterns ..• " Van
believes that this type of
lism isn't pecessarily
an ecclesiastical
nature,
still is evangelism because
stianity has something to
withacademic work.
this first lecture. Van
emphasized that learning
It objective- -it's not a neuarea. A person's faith is
.\ll n,?re.thanhis ~te
Igtous Itfe; there Ian t a
al i s ill between learning
t science and learning
t theology.
een IS and 20 USD stus attended the first IecVan Dyk said that the
cussion after the lecture
t well; "Students responded
nicely," Van Dyk said.
ey were very, eager and
cerned to learn 'how to remy Christian faith with
tral areas ... they latched
to the community idea and
ill ted to talk more about
ctical things Ilke Christs getting involved in pali'"
r

s.

L
John V~

D}"k

is.
The Spiritual Activities Committee had suggested
that
evangelism ofthis type be done
and academic evangefism was
discussed in depth at the last
by Nelly Den Otter ton.
"Bridge" discussion.
He also studied at the UntVan Dyk also said that it's
"Art
is
painting,
art
is
drawthe
church.
versity
of Iowa and taught one
important
that this type of
The art for art's sake moveyear at Pacific Luthern Unievangelism should be kept up; 'ing, art is sculpture, archttecture and drama. However ment of the 19th century"lev.ent , versitybefore coming to Dordt
"it shouldn't
be a one-shot
art
hasn't received equal treaton, "is a concentrated effort l) in 1974. He was recently teathing," he said. Four other
ment
throughout
history.
In
distinguish art from anythlng , turedas soloist with the Dordt
Dlrdtprofessors are also IecGreece, some arts were ele- -else. It was a reaction to the College Band.
turing.
John Vander stelr,
vated to the status of science.
fa c t that art had not become
.
philosophy professor, travelOthers associated with menial
something of its own in praced to Vermillion yesterday to
labor became' crafts' ." Dirk
tise, only in theory. "
lecture on "A Christian PerVan den Berg visited campuas
"The process of differentiaspective on Theology." Also
last
Tuesday
as
part
of
the
tion
was a result of the normaspeakingatVerm
iIIlon
are'
Discovery lecture series. He tive structure Godlaid down for
Mike Vanden Bosch ("AChris·
spoke on art history.
his tor y. These are abstract
tian Perspective on Commun"Art is not given in nature
terms to describe how things
i c a t i o n s "), Hugh Cook ("A
but
is
a
part
of
culture,
deveunfolded,"
he said apologetiCbristian Perspective on Literloped through a process
of I·cally." The artistic sphere is
ature and Art") and Rus s e I
differentiation, " Van den Berg developing all t f) f something
Maatman ("A Christian Perexplained.
"It is only since
more vague and encompasstng,":
spective on Science"). Rockne
the
18th
century
though,
"he
'Ibis process was a theoretMcCarthy, history professor
added. "that there was a con- ical one. It made no difference
at Trinity, wiII speak on "A
scious awareness of art being to the. ordinary people. They
Christian Perspective of Polsome thing on its oown ' . ". A rt reacted very strongly against
itics."
These lectures will be
the art movement of the 19th
held at Calvary Ministries, 830 could exist because it was artistic,
it
didn't
have
toserve
century_ "The theory could not
East Madison, Vermillion.
acceptably be put into practise. ~

Van den lerg traces
history of art
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andenlosch edits local history book
.

I-likeVanden Bosch, member
the English department, is
neral editor of a history of
ux Genter to be published on
bruary IS. The book, titled
~ Pocket of Civillty, a Hisryof Sioux Center," stems.
om the national bicentennial
celebration, but partly also
from"an intense city pride by
citizens, I' according to
VandenBosch.
Work on the book began in
1974after Vanden Bosch was
approached by a city official
lrith the idea.· [)Iring that
mmer Vanden Bosch started
research on a part-time basis.
ring the next swnmer, he
devoted all of his time to the
look. It was completed this
past fall.
According to Vanden Bosch.
e . book is a community untaking, with a wide variety
people doing research,
Iting parts of the book, and
ing other administrative
rvices towards the comple'on of the publication.

Garrett Allman, piano instructor at Dordt College ,will
present the first concert on the
new nine -foot Steinway Concert
Grand Piano which former Mayor and Mrs. Maurice TePaske
have donated to the community
in a faculty recital at 8 pm on
Tuesday, February 24 in the
TePaske Theater.
The program will consist of
"Symphonic Etudes" by Schuman
and "Sonata'lyGinastera.
Allman will also perform Beethoven's "Seven Variations on
God Save the Queen"
and
American composer Charles
Ive s' "TheAlcotts" as a special
interest in this Bicentennial
_ year.
Allman received his Bachelor
of Music Degree from Pacific
Luthern University in Tacoma,
Wash. and a Master of Music
Degree from the New England
Conservatory of Music in Bos>

The book consists of 370
pages, the first 143pages being
a general history of the city
itself and written mostly by
Vanden Bosch.
The rest
of the
bOQk
consist£ of the histories of
various smaller organizations,
both rural and city, which. as
the preface states, ", .. J.\,aIly
give us ...
a picture of the
many dimensions of life in
Sioux Center, " Included in this

section
are
histories
of
churches,
schools,
various
clubs,
the NFO, the Farm
Bureau, and 4I-L as 'well as
less organized facets such as
the city park, Sandy HoIlow,
Research
material
came the swimming pool, and the
basically from
the "Altorl now defunct recreation center_
mocrat," dating from 1883(,
d the "Sioux County Herald, ,
ting from 1872. Both papers
When asked for his reactions
d Si9UX Center correspon - to the book, Vanden Bosch
nts in the early years be- •stated that "Looking over the

Art
stiIl tfte
kingwas
for them.
" service of the

~~~"0'.
..m~~::::~~~~~l~~~:ci
~~

differentiation continue. "Art
couldbe experienced as a picpast and where one has been is ture now. not as an idol for ex- Gary Allman
always important, and bound ample. "
I asked him what future he saw
to be interesting.
Some ugly
ofthe age into which it is born,
events in the past look better for art. "People wlll continue
an age that's different every
to look for the very nature of
time. Every stage in the proart, "he said. "Several movecess of history has- brought
from a distance." He went on ments are trying to return to
to say that the book is not an a sort of primeval art, or child some new normative aspect of
art to the fore. "
attempt to make the past look art. A return to something
Whenlaskedifthe
artist was
better than it was, because the magical Is str9ng in innpresbook is not a public relations sionist art dogma,. Not all that obligated to serve the truth, he
mentioned that "art serving the
brochure. but the researchers we see today is art, some is
truth has been seen in the conwere encouraged to report pure therapy. "
things as they found them.
In answer to a question about text of art serving the church
or state. Every new artistic
the very natare of art, Van
norm that expresses someden Berg said, "art is not the'
thing in creation is valid as
result
of
philosophy
hut
nf ....
p-Vanden Bosch reports that
soon as it reflects the structure
anyone interested in a copy of ligious direction, motiyat ion
of creation"
as a positive
or
drives.
"Art
C;;Jn be for the
the book can either submit an
response." .
advance order to him, or pur- audience, for the artist liimself
··Truthis not a norm for art.
chase 9 copy later at the public or a standard of beauty. "We
but form and aesthetic feeling
library.
1\venty-five hundred have to get the service of art
are certain norms that effect
copies have presently been straight, it shouldn't become
art.
If there is aesthetic afordered to be sold at $6, 9S a absorbed Into something else,
firmation that the artist beWe
should
see
art
as
its
own
copy, A reorder 'of the books
seryice, not the state's of the lieves in certain ideals, we are
would mean increased costs.
enriched. AIl created re~lity
church's, " he elaborated.
is the playgr:mnd of the. artist, "
Inreference to O1ristian art,
he said. "There are no higher
Van
den
Berg
said:
"I
don't
The epilogue, written by Del
Every
Te Paske, Vice President of the see a sort of pure Christian and lower subject~.
artist
will
to SQme extent
art
coming.
OIristians
don't
First National Bank, takes a
specialize, for quality and' beconttaposition to the rest of have that· kind of power and
the volume. Instead of writing control anymore, they are a cause he can't do everything.
part of the history of Sioux kind of minority group. The An artist will pay attention to
Center, Te Paske attempts a 'direction into which art is de- certain subjects since you can't
projection of the future life- veloping is not governed by be a dce.p- sea diver and
any Christian influence what- a mountaineer. "
style of local citizens.
Prof. Vanden Berg teaches
soever."
art history at the Uniyersity of
He· added that, "OIristians
Cynthia Nibbelink -Brouwer have to work towards It in tlTe the Orange Free Stlte. He
wrote the poetfc prologue, de- presence and declaration of studied in SOuthAfrica. Right
s.cribing not only early ln~ian I historical development, not tty nowhe is f.nishing his education
at the ICS in Toronto. He wiII
hfe, but als? the Ufe and trials to fixate some earlier attempt
of the frontler mother.
as normative. ~tmust be aware return home in ~cembcr.
by Larry Meyer

cause Sioux Genter had no paper of its own. Material for
later years could be taken from
the "Sioux Genter News," the
Golden Jubilee issue published
in 1941 being them08t informative.
Previously printed
local histories were also a
source of information, with
interviews of some of the older
citizer-s
supplementing
the
whole.
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Dordt defeats Northwestern!
~Y Chuck

WESTMAR 81· OORDT 79
.On Feb. 3 the Defenders lost
a tough game to Westmar 8179. The Injury-plagued Eagles,
who started the season with six
consecutive victories but have
been struggling as oflate, used
the scoring of 6'5" freshman
center Cbuck Miller to hold a
slim 47-45 halftime lead.'
The second half found Dordt
rallying from a 14 point deficit to tie the score at 75 at
the end of regulation tirre ,
The Defenders scored tte first
bucket of the overtime period,
butWestmar came back totake
home the vi ctory by two points.
Bob Rip led Dordt with 26
lpoints.
Terry Crull and Bob
Vande Pol added 20 and 17
respectively.
Miller--the
Tri State Conference's leading scorer finished with 22 points and 20 rebounds.
BUENA VISTA 67 OORDT 61
Buena Vista us ed balanced
scoring from their starters
to edge Dordt 67 -61 in Storm
Lake on Feb. 7. Buena Vista
whois very much in contention
for an NAJA playoff berth with
a 13 and 7 record, fought back
from a 33-29 halftime deficit
to shatter the Defender's upset holds.

Terry Crull (who is averaging 18.4 points per
game)
topped all scorers wit h 31
points. Bob Rip (19.0) had 14
points and Bob Vande Pol (13.4)
added 10.
Nurse had 16 points for
Buena Vista who shot 18 more
free throws than the Defenders.
The loss was the thirdstraight
for Dordt and dropped therr
to 8 and 10.
The Dordt College Varsity
basketball team ran its losing
streak to three games before
recovering with an extremely
satisfying victory over Northwestern.
With just three
games remaining the Defenders will be fighting to move
the record over. SOU
OORDT 72
NW 67
It was a long time coming
but when Dordt's first
win
over Northwestern's varsity
baskethall squad finally came,
. it was oh so sweet for Coach
Len Rhoda and his young Defenders. The Red Raiders had
defeated Dordt 19 consccutt-e
times going into last night's
encounter and all but Dordts
staunchest rooters were fearful of more of the s arne.
Northwestern used their platoon system perfectly on Jan.
20 to hang an 86-74 loss on the

Kooistra

Defenders". Coach Rhoda, who making.
was brilliantly
prepared for
Hiemstra pulled the Raiders
the rematch, countered with to within five (67-62) with a
a :.Jlte defense that shut off
bucket with 1: 13 left in the
Northwestern's inside game
game but Steenstra's balland held their vaunted offense
handling and Vande Pol's three
to 29 points in the second half.
free throws in the final 15
The Red Raiders jumped to
seconds iced the victory for
an early 14-7 lead but Dordt
the Defenders.
rallies behind the s coring of
Dave Den Herder, starting
guards Bob Vande Pol and Dan in a surprise move by Coach
Steenstra
to three points. Rhoda, responded
to the
Coach Don Jacobson of Northchallenge by controlling rewestern substituted an entire
bounds at both ends of the
new squad in an attempt to court for the Defenders, who
get more sp,eed into the lineoutrebounded
Northwestern
up.
Dordt res ponded
by 23-17 in the first half.
switching to a zone defense and
Cruilledall
scorers with 25
scoring three straight buckets
points. Bob Vande Pol added
to shove them into a 21 - 18 23 while Steenstra and ten
lead-i-which they never reThe victory moved Dordt to
linquished.
nine and ten.
Dordtincreased their lead to
The loss dropped Northnine points and held on for a western to 14 and nine and
a 43-38 halftime lead. Terry
was especially disappointing
Crull went to work for the Defor the Raiders as it removed
fenders early in the second
them from home -court advanhalf as he scored six points in
tage consideration in the NAJA
the first two minutes. Northplayoffs.
Jacobson summed
western pulled back to within
up the game well when he
two (49 -47) behind the fine insaid "Dordt simply wanted the
side shooting of Gene Hiemstra
game worse then we did. "
Three steals bv Dar-yl Vander
Well sparked Dordt back to an
The Defender's next game is
eightpointleadwith nine minutes to go as Defender fans be- a 3:30 contest with Peru State
gan to smell an upset in the on Saturday.

WORlen's BB
ends in victory

.'\1arathon volleyball

raised $1,087 for Harmony Youth

t

The women's baskethall season ended February 9 in a game
.agains
t Briar Cliff. They
won by a score of 55-49 in
a.
game
well-played
by both -teams. High scorers
for DJrdtwereMargaretDeValois with 20 and Sandi Nieuwendorp with 17.
I" a game played January 30
Iagainst Westmar they lost but
SandiNieuwendorp again put on
a fine performance scoring 31
points.
On February 2 the team traveled to Morningside for a glint
in which they. came out vietcrious 46-42.' 'TWonights later
they lost by six points to Buena
Vista.
The team ends the season with
a 3 and 4 record,
Al though
they didn't win a lot of games
this season they gained experience. The team is young with
5 freshmen and 5 sophomores
and look forward to a good season next year.

j-ome,

Blades la
firsl defe
Saturday, Jan. 31, Sal
Blades in Omaha, Neb
What happened is anybo
guess.
Showing onlya
sign of resurgence, the
succumbled to the tune of
A well organized
hockey players hit the i
the UNO Mavericks.
out-skated, out-hustled,
out-scored the Blades
most of the game.

The Blades looledrmpre
in warm -ups , skating we
shooting hard.
But w
opening faceoff, theMav
took control' of the puck
ing with only 1:15 gone
initial period.
The
fought back to tie thi
with Pete Buisrnan's pr
goal. Only 24 seconds e
before the UNOteam pop
the first of three goals.
end of the first saw the
dcwn 7-3. The other rna
for D'o r d t was' Cec
Niejenhuts , scoring two.

The Blades, behind e
previous games, were no
to lie down. Corning outf
second period they played
solid hockey. Short-h
three times during the
the Blades refused to allo
Mavericks to score. P
play firing gave the Blades
goals within three
Scoringwere Buisman
Niejenhuis.
The goal by
Ni.ejenhui s was his third
evening.
The third period was a
aster, according to the
supporters. The Blades
like an old dollar bill.
Mavericks pumped in fi
answered goals to bring
the lopsided 13-5 score.
The Blades look lorw
this weekend in Ames
they tackle the IowaState
versity Cyclones .

Bergman's 'Through a Glass Darkly' 10 be shown
The film, "Through a Glass
Darkly, "will be shown for the
Film Club and others interested at C160 Tuesday, Febuary
18. Anyone wishing to become
a member of the club may do
so at the door by paying club
dues. Single admission for
non-members is $2.
The film is the first film of
Ingmar Bergman's tr i logy;
each film asking the same
question: Does God exist? In
this firstfilm the schizophrenic Karen sees God as a spider

Scene fram "Through a Glass Darkly"
I

on a wall.
Possibly meaning
that God is being shown as a
diseased rni nd.
There are
only four characters: a middle
aged novelist, his daughter,
recently released from a mental hospital, his son-in-law
and his younger son.
They are all on a small island where the novelist has a
summer house.
David, the
novelist, has just come back·
from Swi tzerland
having
completed a new novel there,
and is about to set out on his
travels again. He is a cold,
self-centered man, and both
his children feel abandoned by.
him; the main thing that keeps
him in Sweden at the moment
is the rathe r morbid novelist's
fas ctnudon he finds in watching
the progress of his daughter's
schizophrenia, which, he confides to his diary, is incurable.
Whenhis daughter,
Karen
reads this note in his diary she
slips further and further into
insanity, quite beyond the help
of her simple, loving husband.
She seduces her b.rothc r , and

as her voice becomes m 0 r e
insistent has a final vision of
her God, so long expected and
eagerly awaited - -a monsterous spider. Ina state of completeand presumably
permanent mental collapse she is
taken off in a he l I c a pte r,
accompanied by her husband.
Butatthe end, there is a note
of hope: David has learned
through all this something of
love and h umani ty. He has
determined to do some th ing
before it is too late: he turns
to his son at last in a feeble
but real attempt to make contact.
The next film shown by the
college is, "Brother Sun, Sister Moon" on Feb. 21 in C160.
Admission is 50 cents.
Directed by Zelfirelli (who
directed "Romeo and Juliet")
this film portrays the biography of St. Francis who founded the Franciscan order. St.
Frances became like a poor
pcrsonandwith others rebuilt
ruined c h u r c h e s, w innin g
Pope Innocent III'~approval.
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